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ABOUT THE AAIA
THE AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION AUTHORITY (AAIA)
The Aircraft Accident Investigation Authority (AAIA) is the independent accident investigation agency
under the Bahamas Ministry of Transport & Local Government (MOT&LG) charged with the
responsibility of investigating all aviation accidents, serious incidents and other incidents in the
Bahamas.
The AAIA’s function is to promote and improve safety and public confidence in the aviation industry
through excellence in:
 Independent investigation of aviation accidents and other safety occurrences
 Safety data recording, analysis and research
 Fostering safety awareness, knowledge and action.
The AAIA does not investigate for the purpose of apportioning blame or to provide a means for
determining liability. At the same time, an investigation report must include factual material of
sufficient weight to support the analysis and findings. At all times the AAIA endeavors to balance the
use of material that could imply adverse comment with the need to properly explain what happened, and
why, in a fair and unbiased manner.
The AAIA performs its functions in accordance with the provisions of the Aircraft Accident
Investigation Authority Act, 2019 and Regulations, 2021 and the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) Annex 13 and, where applicable, relevant international agreements.
The AAIA is mandated to investigate air transportation accidents and incidents, determine probable
cause(s) of such accidents and incidents, issue safety recommendations, study transportation safety
issues and evaluate the safety effectiveness of agencies and stakeholders involved in air transportation.
The objective of a safety investigation is to identify and reduce safety-related risk. AAIA investigations
determine and communicate the safety factors related to the transport safety matter being investigated.
The AAIA makes public its findings and recommendations through accident reports, safety studies,
special investigation reports, safety recommendations and safety alerts.
The mission of the AAIA is “Promoting Safety in the Aviation Industry. Our vision is to value and
empower our people in a zero-incident, safe environment. We do this by stressing our values which
includes ensuring safety is our priority, letting our integrity guide our actions and ensuring excellence
remains our goal.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The release of the first AAIA Occurrence Analysis Report covering multiyear analysis, aims to bring
Aviation Occurrence data to the consciousness of the industry by providing up to date, near real time
accident/incident analysis.
Active recording of occurrences stemmed from the creation of the Civil Aviation Department in 2000 and
continued under the establishment of the new accident investigation entity known currently as the Aircraft
Accident Investigation Authority (AAIA). However, the information provided in this report covers the
period 2016 through 2021, prior to the restructuring of the former Civil Aviation Department into the
entities today established as the Civil Aviation Authority Bahamas (CAAB), (Regulatory), Bahamas Air
Navigation Services Authority, (BANSA), (Air Traffic Management) and the Aircraft Accident
Investigation Authority (AAIA), (Aviation Accident Investigation).
As the majority of accident and incident covered in this report relates to general aviation commercial and
non-commercial fixed-wing aircraft activities, focus and analysis will be placed primarily on those 2
sectors. Commercial Aviation Airline occurrences, although documented, were not analyzed in depth, due
to their small numbers.
Please note that the AAIA takes approximately 12 months (sooner in some cases, longer in others), to
complete an investigation and arrive at a probable cause statement. Therefore some cases cited here as
part of the analysis for 2021 may only contain preliminary data and not be included in the overall analysis
based on cause of the occurrence.
All occurrences that form the basis of the analysis here are contained on the AAIA website at
https://www.baaid.org/accidents
Authorized for release by

Captain Delvin R. Major
Chief Investigator
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CONTEXT
Each year, the Aircraft Accident Investigation Authority (AAIA) receives accident and incident
notifications from pilots, airline operators, air traffic control, maintenance personnel, aerodrome operators,
emergency services authorities, and the public. The reporting of these aviation accidents and incidents,
collectively termed occurrences, assists the AAIA in monitoring safety through its core functions of
independent investigation of accidents and incidents, and the analysis of data to identify emerging trends
and identify issues before they lead to accidents.
The types of occurrences that are required to be reported to the AAIA are detailed in the Aircraft Accident
Investigation Authority Regulations 2021. Depending on the seriousness of the event (in terms of the
potential to cause injury or damage) and the category of operation, these occurrences are categorized as
either immediately reportable matters (IRMs) or routinely reportable matters (RRMs). For the full list of
IRMs and RRMs, visit the AAIA’s website.
Aviation occurrence statistics are updated and published annually by the AAIA, and can be subject to
change pending the provision of new information. When using these statistics, it is important to remember
that responsible persons, as defined in Subpart B, 1.030 of the AAIA Regulations, provide occurrence data
to the AAIA. The AAIA accepts no liability for any loss or damage suffered by any person or corporation
resulting from the use of these statistics.

GLOSSARY
Occurrence – an accident, incident or serious incident.
Accident – an occurrence involving an aircraft where:
 a person dies or suffers serious injury
 the aircraft is destroyed, or is seriously damaged
 any property is destroyed or seriously damaged (AAIA Act 2019).
Incident – an occurrence, other than an accident or serious incident, associated with the operation of an
aircraft that affects or could affect the safety of operation (International Civil Aviation Organization Annex
13 and AAIA Act 2019 and Regulations 2021).
Serious incident – an incident involving circumstances indicating that an accident nearly occurred
(International Civil Aviation Organization Annex 13 and AAIA Act 2019 and Regulations 2021).
Serious injury – an injury that requires, or would usually require, admission to hospital within seven days
after the day when the injury was suffered (International Civil Aviation Organization Annex 13 and AAIA
Act 2019 and Regulations 2021).

ACRONYMS
When the following terms are used in this report, they have the following meanings:
AAIA
AAIAA
AAIAR
CAAB
ICAO
GA

Aircraft Accident Investigation Authority
Aircraft Accident Investigation Authority
Aircraft Accident Investigation Authority Regulations (2021)
Civil Aviation Authority Bahamas
International Civil Aviation Organization
General Aviation
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ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Specifically, occurrence data includes:




the number of aircraft involved in incidents, serious incidents, serious injury accidents, fatal
accidents and total accidents
the number of minor injuries, serious injuries and fatalities
accident and fatal accident rates

Important points to consider
A number of procedures are used in different sections of this report to distinguish occurrences from aircraft
and injuries.












An occurrence may involve one or more aircraft.
Where the number of occurrences (accidents, serious incidents and incidents) is presented,
occurrences involving more than one aircraft with the same matching categorization (activity,
aircraft type and occurrence type) are recorded once. However, if this categorization is different,
the occurrence will be counted separately within the appropriate categorization resulting in the
occurrence being counted twice. Further, when the categorizations are ‘rolled up’ and the
categories merged, the occurrence will only be counted once.
Injuries and fatalities are recorded against only the activity of the aircraft in which the injury or
fatality occurred.
Tables in this report record aircraft where the registration or flight number is known and/or where
the activity can be reasonably ascertained. For example, aircraft operating in Class G airspace
without a transponder or flight plan can be reasonably expected to belong to GA, even though the
activity subtype is not known.
Where an occurrence has more than one level of injury, the highest injury level is recorded. For
example, an accident involving an aircraft with four occupants may have one person with no
injury, one person with minor injury, one person with serious injury, and one person with fatal
injuries; this aircraft will be recorded as being involved in a fatal accident only.
The number of serious injuries are derived from both fatal accidents that involve some serious
injuries, and from serious injury accidents (serious injury accidents represent occurrences where
serious injury is the highest injury recorded.)
It is important not to confuse serious injury accidents and serious incidents. A serious incident is
an incident where an accident nearly occurred. In contrast, a serious injury accident involves an
occurrence resulting in the highest injury that requires, or would usually require, admission to
hospital within 7 days after the day when the injury is suffered.

DATA SOURCES AND SUBMISSIONS
The sources of information used included:





the AAIA aviation occurrence database
AAIA investigation reports
AAIA confidential reporting system
CAAB mandatory reporting system

EXPOSURE DATA
The overall number of safety occurrences alone does not represent a complete picture of aviation safety.
For meaningful comparisons to be made between different types of aircraft and the activities they perform,
aviation occurrence statistics are often presented as a rate per departures or hours flown.
The AAIA collects and compiles this data from reports submitted by airlines, and from other aircraft
operators through its voluntary and mandatory reporting systems.
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ACTIVITY CLASSIFICATION
Aviation activity is classified into a three-tier hierarchical structure (activity group, activity type and activity
subtype):


Commercial air transport (activity group)
 Scheduled (activity type). Includes activity subtypes:
 international and domestic regular public transport, and
 scheduled freight.
 Non-scheduled (activity type). Includes activity subtypes:
 medical transport,
 passenger transport charters,
 joyflight/sightseeing charters,
 non-scheduled freight, and
 other non-scheduled commercial air transport.



General aviation/Recreational (activity group)
 Aerial work (activity type). Includes activity subtypes:
 agricultural mustering, agricultural spreading/spraying, other agricultural flying,
 photography,
 policing,
 construction – sling loads,
 other construction,
 search and rescue,
 observation and patrol, and
 other aerial work.



Own business travel (activity type).



Instructional flying (activity type). Includes activity subtypes:
 solo and dual flying training, and
 other instructional flying.



Sport and pleasure flying (activity type). Includes activity subtypes:
 pleasure and personal transport,
 glider towing,
 aerobatics,
 community service flights,
 parachute dropping, and
 other sport and pleasure flying.



Other general aviation flying (activity type). Includes activity subtypes:
 test flights,
 ferry flights, and
 other flying.

Many categories and classes of aviation accidents usually included in analyses of aviation occurrences by
other ICAO Contracting States, have not been captured in this report, as their use is either not allowed in
the Bahamas or no accident/incidents have been reported as a result of their use during the periods
analyzed. Such categories include but is not limited to;
 Balloons
 Gliders
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Powered Lift
Aerial Activities
Parachutes
Sports Aircraft
Recreational Flying
Helicopters (Commercial)

UPDATE
This statistical report shows aviation occurrence and activity data over the 6-year period from 2016–2021
to provide an insight into current and possible future trends in aviation safety. Previous safety information
was done on a year by year basis and published to the AAIA website. This is the first analysis conducted
over an extended period of time. This was done to present safety information to industry in a timely manner,
covering a specified period of time for comparative analysis.
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
Each year, numerous safety occurrences involving Bahamas and foreign-registered aircraft operating in or
over the Bahamas are reported to the AAIA.
This report is part of a series that aims to provide information and statistical data to the aviation industry,
manufacturers and policy makers, as well as to the travelling and general public, about these aviation safety
occurrences. In particular, the data can be used to determine what can be learned to improve transport safety
in the aviation sector.
Aviation activity data used in this report was all sourced from the AAIA and CAAB which collects and
compiles this data from reports submitted by airlines, and from other aircraft operators through
its mandatory and confidential reporting systems.
This statistical report presents tabular and graphical depiction of all aviation occurrence data in the format
to allow for easy analysis.

WHAT THE AAIA FOUND
2021
The report contains information gathered between the periods 1 January 2016, through 30 September 2021.
In 2021, a total of 5 aircrafts were involved in accidents in The Bahamas, with a further 2 aircraft involved
in serious incidents (an incident with a high probability of becoming an accident). There were 5 fatalities
from 3 fatal accidents.
General Aviation Occurrences in 2021
Number of accidents/incidents
Number of aircraft
Number of fatal accidents
Lethality
Fatalities

Accident
5
5
3
16.7%
5

Serious
Incident
2
2
N/A
N/A
N/A

Incident
11
11
N/A
N/A
N/A

There have been no fatalities in scheduled commercial air transport in The Bahamas since the creation of
the Aircraft Accident Investigation Authority (2016) and beyond, with the previous Civil Aviation
Department (2001 to 2016).
2016 to 2021 accidents and incidents
Between 2016 and 2021, over 90% of accidents and fatal accidents, and over 80% of serious incidents,
involved aircraft operating within the general aviation sector. In contrast, due to the more stringent reporting
requirements for air transport operations, three-quarters of reported incidents involved aircraft operating
within commercial air transport.
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Since 2016, single engine aircraft have surpassed multi-engine aircraft to become the most common aircraft
type involved in an accident.

Single Engine Aircraft
2016-2021
40

33

30
20

13

10

2

1

0
Retractable Gear

Fixed Gear
Accidents/Incidents

Fatal Accidents

Multi-Engine Aircraft
2016-2021
40

35

30
20
6

10

1

0

Accidents/Incidents

Fatal Accidents
Piston

Turbine

2016 to 2021 accident rates
Statistics in this report have been organized around the type of aircraft activity being conducted, rather than
the operational regulation. Due to the availability of activity data (departures and hours flown data), it was
only possible to calculate accident and fatal accident rates over the six-year period 2016–2021.
Over this period, general aviation non-commercial, followed by general aviation commercial flights, had
the highest accident rates as well as the highest fatal accident rates.

GENERAL AVIATION
In 2021, there were 5 fatalities in GA.
Over the six years, around one-third of GA accidents and 45 per cent of fatal accidents involved aircraft
conducting private and pleasure/personal transport flying.
Over the last 6 years, the majority of GA accidents, incidents and serious incidents were related to
operational or technical issues. Additionally, the majority of fatal accidents were also attributable to
operational issues.
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ACTIVITY TYPES
This report provides data pertaining to a number of activity types.
Commercial air transport (Activity Group) refers to scheduled and non-scheduled commercial operations
used for the purposes of transporting passengers and/or cargo for hire or reward. Specifically, this includes:


Scheduled (Activity Type)
 International (Activity Subtype) - Scheduled operations of international airlines operating
into/out of The Bahamas (includes international flights by domestic airlines, not just
foreign airlines, excludes flights to The Bahamas territorial islands).
 Domestic (Activity Subtype) - Scheduled operations of domestic airlines operating within
The Bahamas (excludes foreign airlines conducting a domestic flight).
 Scheduled freight only (Activity Subtype) –
 Scheduled operations carrying freight only.
 Unknown scheduled commercial air transport (Activity Subtype) –
 Scheduled commercial operations where the activity subtype is unknown
(unknown if the operator was conducting international, domestic or carrying
freight only operations).



Non-scheduled (Activity Type)
 Passenger transport charters (Activity Subtype) –
 Flying involving the carriage of passengers by the aircraft operator or their
employees for hire or reward (excludes scheduled airline operations,).
 Medical transport (Activity Subtype) – Operations as an aerial ambulance for the transport
of ill or injured persons.
 Non-scheduled freight only (Activity Subtype) –
 Flying involving the carriage of cargo by the aircraft operator or their employee
for hire or reward (excludes scheduled airline freight operations).
 Joyflight/sightseeing charters (Activity Subtype) –
 Flying involving the carriage of passengers for joyflights or sightseeing purposes
 Other non-scheduled commercial air transport (Activity Subtype) –
 Other non-scheduled commercial air transport operations not classified
elsewhere.
 Unknown non-scheduled commercial air transport (Activity Subtype) –
 Non-scheduled commercial air transport operations where the activity subtype is
unknown (unknown if the operator was conducting a passenger transport charter,
medical transport, non-scheduled freight only, joyflight/sightseeing or other nonscheduled operations).



Other commercial air transport (Activity Type) – Other commercial air transport operation not
classified elsewhere.



Unknown commercial air transport (Activity Type) – Commercial air transport operation where
the activity type is unknown (unknown if the operator was conducting scheduled, non-scheduled
or other commercial air transport).

General aviation/Recreational (Activity Group) is considered to be all flying activities that do not involve
scheduled and non-scheduled passenger and freight operations. It may involve any Bahamas civil (C6-)
aircraft, or aircraft registered outside of The Bahamas.
General Aviation includes:
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Aerial work (Activity Type)
 Agricultural spreading/spraying (Activity Subtype) –
 Flying involving the spreading/spraying of chemicals, seeds, and fertilizers
(includes flights from the spreading/spraying area).
 Other agricultural (Activity Subtype) – Other agricultural activity not classified elsewhere
(includes aerial culling and baiting, bore and property inspections).
 Unknown agricultural (Activity Subtype) – Agricultural activity where the activity
subtype is unknown.
 Construction – sling loads (Activity Subtype) – Flying using sling loads for construction
purposes.
 Other Construction (Activity Subtype) – Flying for construction purposes (excludes sling
loads).
 Photography (Activity Subtype) – All aerial photographic work (includes media filming
operations).
 Other surveying (Activity Subtype) – Flying involving the use of aircraft for surveying not
classified elsewhere (including geophysical surveys).
 Observation and patrol (Activity Subtype) – Flying involving the use of aircraft for aerial
observations and patrol (includes coastal surveillance, customs/border force patrols,
traffic monitoring).
 Search and rescue (Activity Subtype) – Any search missions (includes evacuations or
rescue work).
 Policing (Activity Subtype) – Flying involving the use of aircraft in police operations
(includes traffic control, ground support, high-speed car pursuits, observation, air patrol).
 Advertising (Activity Subtype) – Flying for advertising purposes (includes skywriting and
banner towing advertising).
 Unknown aerial work (Activity Subtype) – Aerial work flying where the activity subtype
is unknown.
 Own business travel (Activity Type) – Business flying not through hire or reward
arrangement.
 Instructional flying (Activity Type) – Includes all training flights.
 Instructional flying – solo (Activity Subtype) – Solo flying training for the issue or
renewal of a license or rating (includes solo navigation exercises conducted as part of a
course of applied flying training).
 Instructional flying – dual (Activity Subtype) – Flying training (with an instructor) for the
issue or renewal of a license or rating (includes aircraft type endorsement or conversion
training).
 Instructional flying – other (Activity Subtype) – Instruction flying not classified elsewhere
(includes search and rescue training, winching training, aircrew training, flight to
maintain currency, load master training).
 Instructional flying – unknown (Activity Subtype) – Instruction flying where the activity
subtype is unknown.
 Sport and pleasure flying (Activity Type)
 Pleasure and personal transport (Activity Subtype) – Flying for private pleasure, or
personal transport not associated with a business or profession (includes paragliding).
 Community service flight (Activity Subtype) –
 Flights that are provided on a voluntary basis for public benefit (includes nonemergency flights provided as part of an organized voluntary or charitable
activity, excludes flights a pilot provides to a friend or family member and
repositioning flights).
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Other sport and pleasure flying (Activity Subtype) – Other sport and pleasure flying not
classified elsewhere (includes air show, air racing or competition flying, excludes
aerobatic displays).
 Unknown sport and pleasure flying (Activity Subtype) – Sport and pleasure flying where
the activity subtype is unknown.
 Other general aviation flying (Activity Type)
 Test flights (Activity Subtype) – Flying associated with the testing of an aircraft.
 Ferry flight (Activity Subtype) – Flying associated with an aircraft delivery or movement
to a location for maintenance, hire or other planned use (includes commercial airline
aircraft).
 Other flights (Activity Subtype) – Other general aviation flying not classified elsewhere
(includes demonstration flights of an aircraft with a potential buyer).
 Unknown other flights (Activity Subtype) – Other general aviation flight where the
activity subtype is unknown.
 Unknown general aviation flying (Activity Type) – General aviation flight where the
activity subtype is unknown.
Military (Activity Group) – All flights where a military aircraft is involved.
Unknown activity group (Activity Group) – Flying where the activity group is unknown.

Note:
While the above information list the types of general activities involving aerial works that occurrences
can happen, with the exception of personal or pleasure flying, and own business travel, the statistical
report documents no accident or incident reported as a result of the above activities.

AIRCRAFT TYPES
Aeroplanes refer to all manned, Bahamas or other States’ registered powered fixed-wing aircraft, and
helicopters where appropriate.

OCCURRENCE TYPES AND EVENTS
Not all notifications reported to the AAIA are classified as incidents, serious incidents or accidents. Those
deemed not to be a transport safety matter are classified as ‘events’. Events are not included in this report.
Notifications of the following occurrence type events when they occur without any other occurrence type
event are coded as events:






consequential events (diversion/return, fuel dump/burn off, missed approach/go-around)
operational non-compliance with air traffic control verbal or published instruction
airspace infringement
breakdown of co-ordination between air navigation service providers (ANSP).
In addition, infrastructure related events (air traffic management, navigation
radar/surveillance, runway lighting) are coded as events when no aircraft was affected.

aids,

GENERAL AVIATION OCCURRENCES
Non-Commercial 2016 – 2021, Occurrence types: what happened?
Occurrences are often the result of a complex set of circumstances, involving a chain, or sequence of events.
The AAIA categorizes each reported occurrence (accident, serious incident or incident) into one or more
occurrence types to identify what happened, and how the sequence of events developed to lead to an
occurrence. Classifying occurrences in this way helps to understand what types of occurrences have taken
place, and identify potential areas for safety improvement and communication.
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Occurrence types do not explain why an accident, incident or serious incident happened; they are generally
a description of what occurred. This report does not examine the safety factors, such as individual actions,
local conditions, risk controls, organizational influences, or technical failure mechanisms that explain what
led to an occurrence. An analysis of safety factors is more valuable when considering a cluster of
occurrences that have a similar occurrence type, or through detailed AAIA investigations of particular
accidents or serious incidents.
The AAIA uses a three-level hierarchical structure to classify occurrence types. There are broad occurrence
type categories (level 1). These are:
 airspace-related
 infrastructure-related
 environment-related
 operational-related
 technical-related.
Consequential events that happen as the result of an occurrence, for example forced and precautionary
landings, emergency descents, rejected take-offs, evacuations and fuel dumps to reduce landing weight, are
also recorded.
The five level 1 occurrence types are broken down further into different level 2 occurrence types, which
are further broken down into level 3 occurrence types, which are detailed in Appendix A – AAIA occurrence
type taxonomy of this report. The AAIA records one or more occurrence types for all aircraft involved in
each occurrence. Accidents and serious incidents generally have more occurrence types coded than
incidents, as they are more likely to be investigated, and their severity usually means that there is a greater
amount of information to draw upon for analysis and coding. For occurrences involving multiple aircraft,
aircraft conducting the same activity are recorded once, whereas aircraft conducting different activities, the
occurrence will be recorded against the corresponding activities.
The frequency of a particular occurrence type does not necessarily reflect its importance or safety risk. For
example, fuel-related events may be relatively rare, when compared with fumes events, but fuel starvation
is more likely to lead to an accident. Many fuel starvation events result in an attempt at an emergency
landing, and potential aircraft damage and injury to people on board or outside the aircraft. In comparison,
most fumes-related events are minor in nature, and do not affect the safety of flight, or result in any injuries.
Overall, the most common higher-level (level 1) occurrence type associated with an accident or serious
incident reported to the AAIA are operational. The most frequent level 2 occurrence types associated with
these accidents and serious incidents are terrain collisions and aircraft control issues (generally loss of
control or hard landings). Further, these are also the most common occurrence types associated with fatal
accidents for most aircraft types.
Aeroplanes, which account for the majority of incidents, are most commonly associated with operational
events, (mainly warning devices, runway incursions, air-ground-air communication issues, and collision
with terrain) or technical (abnormal engine indications, avionics/flight instruments, and engine failure or
malfunction) incidents.
For aircraft conducting commercial air transport, the most common level 1 occurrence type associated
with serious incidents reported are operational (especially fire, fumes and smoke) followed by technical
events (powerplant/propulsion and systems). The majority of these aircraft were conducting scheduled
activities. Generally, while no accidents were reported in this scheduled group, serious incident trends
associated with aircraft conducting commercial air transport remained steady over the study period.
The majority of commercial air transport serious incidents were operational. It is highly likely that the
number of operational serious incidents increased, especially system indication/malfunctions.
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For general aviation (GA), the majority of accidents and serious incidents related to operational (terrain
collisions and aircraft control) or technical issues (mainly engine failure or malfunction). The majority of
fatal accidents in GA were operational.
The majority of GA incidents were operational (frequently runway excursions) or technical (generally
landing gear/indication, engine failure or malfunction, and avionics/flight instruments) in nature. This is
related to the incident reporting requirements in these sectors.
General Aviation Occurrences in 2020
Number of accidents/incidents
Number of aircraft
Number of fatal accidents
Lethality
Fatalities

Accident
3
2
0
0
0

Serious Incident
5
5
N/A
N/A
N/A

Incident
7
7
N/A
N/A
N/A

General Aviation Occurrences in 2019
Number of accidents/incidents
Number of aircraft
Number of fatal accidents
Lethality
Fatalities

Accident
6
6
2
11.1%
8

Serious Incident
9
9
N/A
N/A
N/A

Incident
3
3
N/A
N/A
N/A

General Aviation Occurrences in 2018
Number of accidents/incidents
Number of aircraft
Number of fatal accidents
Lethality
Fatalities

Accident
9
9
3
21.4%
10

Serious Incident
5
6
N/A
N/A
N/A

Incident
1
1
N/A
N/A
N/A

General Aviation Occurrences in 2017
Number of accidents/incidents
Number of aircraft
Number of fatal accidents
Lethality
Fatalities

Accident
7
7
3
17.6%
7

Serious Incident
3
3
N/A
N/A
N/A

Incident
7
7
N/A
N/A
N/A

General Aviation Occurrences in 2016
Number of accidents/incidents
Number of aircraft
Number of fatal accidents
Lethality
Fatalities

Accident
4
4
1
14.3%
2

Serious Incident
1
1
N/A
N/A
N/A

Incident
2
2
N/A
N/A
N/A
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GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENT TRENDS 2016 – 2021 NON-COMMERCIAL

General Aviation
Accident Percentage Change
2016-2021
10
8
6
4
2
0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

General Aviation
Fatal Accident Percentage Change
2016-2021
4
3
2
1

0
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

GENERAL AVIATION OCCURRENCES (NON-COMMERCIAL) 2016 TO 2021

Pilot-Related
Mechanical
Other/Unknown

Accidents/Incidents
26
48
16

Fatalities
20
5
7

The greatest amount of accidents/incidents occurring over the study period were attributed to mechanical
causes while the accidents with the greatest fatalities were attributed to pilot related causes.
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GENERAL AVIATION OCCURRENCES
(NON-COMMERCIAL)
2016 TO 2021
100
50

26

48
20

16

5

7

0
Pilot-Related

Mechanical
Accidents/Incidents

Other/Unknown
Fatalities

AIRCRAFT CLASS AND TYPE
This section explores trends in occurrences by the class and type of aircraft involved, and the type of activity
conducted. It looks primarily at the rate of accidents within each activity, in relation to the number of
departures and hours flown by the type of aircraft within that category.
The table below presents the available data that displays the number of accidents, fatal accidents and
injuries by aircraft type per activity.
Since 2016 there have been a number of reported occurrences involving single and multi-engine
airplanes, resulting in piston driven airplanes as the aircraft type with the most accidents per year.
However, over this period (2016–2021) there were injuries and fatalities involving jet powered aircraft
and helicopters, whereas there were 2 fatal occurrences and 7 accidents/serious incidents, resulting from
an occurrence involving a jet powered aircraft or helicopter.
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AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION
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TYPE OF OPERATION
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GENERAL AVIATION ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS OCCURRING IN WATER VS ON LAND
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COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT OCCURRENCES
There were no fatalities within commercial air transport reported between 2016 and 2021.
Over the full study period (2016–2021), more than half of all serious incidents and the majority of accidents
for commercial air transport operators involved aircraft conducting non-scheduled activities, predominantly
passenger transport charters. There were no identified increases or decreases in the number of accidents or
serious incidents, however, the number of reported incidents for aircraft conducting scheduled international
flights and commercial freight increased over the 6 years.
For specific aircraft types, within commercial air transport, piston aeroplanes had an accident rate (between
2016 and 2021) more than 10 times higher than for jets or helicopters. However, there was only one fatal
accident each involving a helicopter and jet in the 2016 and 2021 timeframe.
Most commercial accidents and serious incidents were operational in nature (typically aircraft control and
terrain collisions). The majority of incidents were also operational in nature.

COMMERCIAL AVIATION OCCURRENCES - 2016 - 2021
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Lethality%
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COMMERCIAL AVIATION OCCURRENCES 2016 - 2021
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FLIGHT CONDITIONS
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OTHER OCCURRENCES – DEVIATIONS/DIVERSIONS
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APPENDIX A – AAIA OCCURRENCE TYPE TAXONOMY
Occurrence Type Level 1
Airspace

Occurrence Type Level 2

Occurrence Type Level 3

Aircraft separation

Airborne collision alert system
warning
Collision
Loss of separation
Loss of separation assurance
Near collision
Issues

Airspace infringement
ANSP operational error

Information / procedural error
Failure to pass traffic
Other

Encounter with RPA

Collision with RPA
Near encounter with RPA
Sighting

Breakdown of co-ordination
Operational non-compliance
Other
Consequential events

Ditching
Diversion / return
Emergency evacuation
Emergency
descent

/

precautionary

Forced / precautionary landing
Fuel dump / burn off
Missed approach / go-around
Rejected take-off
Other
Environment

Interference with aircraft from
ground
Weather
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Lightning strike
Turbulence
microburst

/

windshear

Unforecast weather
Other
Wildlife

Animal strike
Birdstrike
Other

Other
Infrastructure

ATM
Navaids
Radar / surveillance
Runway lighting
Other

Operational

Aircraft control

Airframe overspeed
Control issues
Hard landing
Incorrect configuration
In-flight break-up
Loss of control
Stall warnings
Unstable approach
Wheels up landing
Other

Aircraft loading

Dangerous goods
Loading related
Other

Communications

Air-ground-air
Call sign confusion
Transponder related
Other
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Inter-crew communications

Crew and cabin safety

Cabin injuries
Cabin preparations
Depressurisation
Flight crew incapacitation
Passenger related
Unrestrained occupants / objects
Other
Fire

Fire, fumes and smoke

Fumes
Smoke
Aircraft preparation

Flight preparation / navigation

Flight below minimum altitude
Lost / unsure of position
VFR into IMC
Other
Contamination

Fuel related

Exhaustion
Leaking or venting
Low fuel
Starvation
Other
Foreign object damage / debris

Ground operations

Ground handling
Jet blast / prop / rotor wash
Taxiing collision / near collision
Other
Ground proximity
warnings
Miscellaneous

alerts

/
Missing aircraft
Security related
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Warning devices
Other
Runway events

Depart / approach / land wrong
runway
Runway excursion
Runway incursion
Runway undershoot
Other

Terrain collisions

Collision with terrain
Controlled flight into terrain
Ground strike
Wire strike

Technical

Airframe

Doors / exits
Furnishings and fittings
Fuselage / wings / empennage
Landing gear / indication
Objects falling from aircraft
Windows
Other

Power plant/propulsion

Abnormal engine indications
Auxiliary power unit
Engine failure or malfunction
Propeller / rotor malfunction
Transmission and gearboxes
Other

Systems

Air/pressurization
Anti-ice protection
Avionics / flight instruments
Datalink (RPA)
Electrical
Fire protection
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Flight controls
Fuel
Hydraulic
Other
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